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1 . Introduction (°) 
The problems connected with impurities have gained a great interest 
in recent years particularly in connection with the studies of 
semi-conductors, color centers, diffusion process in solids and 
the Mössbauer effect. Many physical phenomena are more strongly 
dependent on the concentration of impurities than on the host 
itself. This behaviour of crystals with impurities gives a great 
importance to the study of the eigen-vibrations of the impurity 
in the solid. As it is established in a well known series of papers 
/ 1-6 /, the introduction of an impurity atom into an ideal crystal 
causes a modification of the normal modes. Under certain conditions 
"Local" and "Band" modes of the impurity atom are appearing. A 
particular clear discussion of this phenomena is given by Dawber 
and Elliott / 7 / and Kagan and Josile^kii / Ö /. The existance 
of "Local Modes" was experimentally well established by Infrared / 9 / 
and Raman / 10 / Spectrometry. By the inelastic scattering of neutrons 
Mozer et al. / 11 / and Rubin et al. / 12 / have brought evidence 
of local modes in solid solutions. 
In the interaction of neutrons with impurities it is most important 
to know the cross section since otherwise only very qualitative 
arguments can be used for the interpreation of the data. The best 
approach for calculating the cross section for an impurity is 
actually given in the paper by Zemach and Glauber / 13 / and in the 
very general and most complete work by Kagan and Josüevskii / 8 /. 
In this paper we deal primarily with an impurity that scatters 
the neutrons almost entirely incoherently, therefore we can make 
use of a simplified procedure using the Zemach and Glauber formalism. 
One of the central questions is still what kind of information can 
be obtained by the inelastic scattering of cold neutrons ? The 
"Local modes" can be visualized but they will not reveal details 
about the host itself. 
(°) Manuscript received on January 7, I965 
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With the measurements of the band modes the eigien­frequency distri­
bution of the host lattice can be obtained. Difference measurements 
of the crystal with impurity and the pure crystal will reveal all 
the motions of the impurity atom in the lattice. We have choosen 
to study hydrogen in some transition elements because of the 
general interest in solid solutions of hydrogen and particular 
of being best suited for neutron measurements since it has a very 
large incoherent scattering cross section. Therefore no coherence 
distruction wi 11 influence the shape of the difference of the neutron 
distribution of the impure and pure crystal independent if the host 
atoms will have coherent or incoherent cross section. Hence the 
difference measurements will reveal the hydrogen vibration in the 
host lattice without any distortion. 
Hydrogen in transition metals is soluable up to a certain concentra­
tion with only very small changes in the host lattice; this range 
is called the­¿­phase, the physical status of the solid solution 
and with increasing concentration the/?­Hydride phase is formed. 
Since we are primarily interested in the behaviour of an impurity 
in a host lattice then instead of a compound like substance, our 
measurements were carried out in the ¿¿.­phase, the solid solution 
state. The different physical status of the o/­and f­phase cannot 
be seen only by the change of the crystal structure but also by the 
different heat of solution, f.i., of hydrogen in Fb; the heat of 
solution increases from 16.1 kcal/mole at H/Wb = U.01 to 23.3 kcal/ 
mole at H/Nb = O.70, the i#­phase. For Vanadium the phase diagram, 
Fig. / 1 /, is rather well known and therefore a sequence of measu­
rements were madew ^;he VHO.O9 at various temperatures. The data 
are given in Fig. / 2 /, they reveal the effect of the phase transi­
tion from the two phases φί+ß) to the pure^-phase. The/^-phase 
has an optical peak at an energy of E«f60 meV while the •Local"mode 
of the Orl-phase is peaking at EQc100 meV. In this paper, emphasize 
is given to measurements of Hydrogen in solid solution. 
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2. Experimental Methods 
The samples were prepared by using standard methods for hydration. 
All the sample were heated up to 800°U in a high vacuum apparatus 
for purifying the samples from Oxygen and Mtrogen as well as 
Hydrogen itself. After a sufficient long time of purification 
the samples were put under a pressure of spectroscopically pure 
Hydrogen at a temperature of 800°C. The final hydration was made 
at 400°C and towards room temperature. The hydrogen content was 
measured volumetrically and by weighing the samples before and 
after hydration. Satisfactory agreement was obtained for both 
methods. 
The neutron measurements were carried out using the Ispra­I cold 
neutron facility / 14 /· The measurements concerning the phase 
transition in Fig. / 2 / were carried out by using a flight path 
of 5.5 meter. All the other measurements were made using a 
3 meter flight path. The energy resolution was sufficient with 
3 meter since the "Local excitations" have a natural width that 
is many times larger than the resolution width. All the data 
in this paper have been corrected for : 1) Background, 
2) Sample thickness, 3) Air attenuation in the flight path, and 
4) The oounter efficiency. For a number of samples and measu­
rements, the data were converted and the generalized frequency 
distribution function G(E) presented. For the convertion from 
the time to the energy scale, the experimental points were fitted 
to a smooth curve in order to minimize the experimental error 
of each particular point. The smooth curves in the energy scale 
are marked at a few energy points with the experimental errors 
involved. The generalized frequency distribution function is 
defined in equation (8) and given by ι 
&(£/- ¿r λ j = ofjL k dLÊiMîÊjîl' ¿Λ</£ TÍ£) t/&¿/£ A Ά Ρ3-
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3. The Experimental Results 
3.1. The VH - Data n 
In Fig.3, the difference of the inelastically scattered neutron 
intensity distribution of VH and V is plotted. This data 
reveals in detail the motion of the hydrogen in the Vanadium 
lattice. There is a very broad band of "Local" modes but also 
the "Band" or collective modes have contributed to the neutron 
intensity in the frequency range of the host lattice. In 
addition, the "elastically" scattered neutrons have been observed, 
shown in detail in Fig.12; quite a large intensity contribution 
can be attributed either to neutrons suffering a very small 
energy transfer by inelastio scattering or to a quasi elastio 
scattering process. The experimental results may be understood 
in terms of two quite different models : 
I. The Lattice Dynamics of Impurities in Metals 
II. A Proton Band Theory. 
The accuracy of the present day data does not allow to distinguish 
between those two models that give a quite different "pioture" 
of the proton-motion in the Vanadium lattice. Very high energy 
resolution experiments \ —^^cTF/o) are being carried out to clarify 
this point. A shape analysis of the quasi elastic scattered 
neutrons is necessary for a possible distinction on the two models. 
In the following we discuss our results in view of the two models : 
I. The Lattice Dynamics of Impurities in Metals 
The problem of the normal modes in a crystal containing an isolate 
impurity was treated in its very general form in a known series 
of papers / 1 to 6 /· ^ n these papers, it is predicted, that 
"Local" and "Band" modes should appear in the eigen-frequency 
distribution of the impurity. 
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Therefore, it oan be understood qualitatively, that the intensity 
distribution of the inelastically scattered neutrons reveal 
such "Local" and "Band" motions of the proton in the Vanadium 
host lattice. However, on the basis of these general theories, 
one would not expept a "quasi elastic" scattering of cold neutrons 
as it is observed in our measurements. For this reason, we follow 
a suggestion of Kazarnovskii and Stepanov /15 / ty" introducing 
a finite life time for the "Local" modes, that could cause a 
quasi elastic contribution of the scattered neutrons. This is 
not unreasonable, particular in view of recent measurements of 
Mirlin and Reshina / 16 / on the temperature dependence of the 
infrared absorption line width due to local vibrations of H 
and D in K·CI and K-Br. At room temperature, a line width of 
about 5 meV was found. Such a line width corresponds to a life 
-12 time of the order of 10 sec. If the local modes of the protons 
in Vanadium have similar life times, than they can cause a quasi 
elastic peak of the type observed in our measurements. 
From the work of Dawber and Klliott / 7 / we know that the ampli-
tude of the impurity atom is decreasing with increasing frequency 
in the host lattice frequency range. Both effects, the quasi 
elastic scattering and the amplitude dependence of the impurity 
in the "Band" mode region, can be investigated in the VH system. 
n 
For that, we have to examine in more detail the quantitative 
contributions of the host lattice and the impurity atoms to the 
scattered neutron intensity. A general treatment of this problem 
including the contributions of "Looal" and "Band" modes was given 
by Yu. Kagan and Ya. Josilevskii already in 1963. For simplicity, 
we use for our particular problem of a Hydrogen impurity that has 
an almost entirely incoherent scattering cross section, the 
formalism, as derived by Zemach and Glauber / 13/. 
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The partial differential cross section is giren by t 
™£&'ά£*/''*^&Γ<?£':ϊ'// 
*« < ?£> - ^ M-rfâTH»$)f c*J/-zj= 1 ^ * fy 
^ ¿»¿¿¿-ι -JjJb e 
ty­ft, 
Å system of units is employed in whioh ή has unit magnitude and 
Τ is measured in units of energy, fe , Jf , the initial and final 
neutron momentum·E ■ E. - Β . the energy transfered to the 
i f 
neutron upon scattering. 
For small arguments, the modified Bessel functions can be 
approximated by 
We specialize now and consider only the incoherent partial 
differential cross section for elastic scattering and the one 
quanta processes t 
^[jJ^kH'-'e-^/SSCp 
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The cross section for elastic scattering is therefore given by 
(4) /"- } -s- Û;l/*'TTJ'/*'*' I c/ã J >> °r¿¿JjL·/ 
λ Here W is the contribution of each mode to the Debye Waller V 
exponent. For a regular lattice with 3 Ν normal modes, W 
is of the 0(—) therefore, if one considers only one phonon 
process 1 (,ο) = i and the elastic scattering depends only on o 
the Debye Waller factor exp(­2 W). However, if there are "Local" 
modes, that give a considerable contribution to the Debye Waller 
exponent, then the elastic scattering is given by equation (,4). 
For the incoherent inelastic cross section of any given excitation 
process one can write by approximating I ·* 1 » 
o 
For all possible oscillations in a given system, one finds t 
litu, L , - " " κ _ _ - . Ü - Í _ - / / 7 / · ν ; · 
Jû/tr Λ' y «„ " ^ ■»**-£/ c ^ 
""h t/y ~ - Σ MV l ^ ^ 
the Debye Waller exponent. 
Vj ~£ 
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Using the quasi continuous benaviour of thé frequency distri­
bution, we oan replaoe 2Z> —*> iQfo-jû/to and obtain 
by approximating I;(x)ifc.—· X t 
¿si t/f *t' v ty 
k ^r v v 4£ 
- ¿ 4*, Ä i 
**b*J& 
4^4-^z 
y 
■ - w i j *-y 
- v Q/F) V ' 
e r -/ 
assuming an isotropic Debye Waller exponent, one obtains the 
asual cross seotion formula with tf/'utv/ ­^ ­>*­¿· 
¿>/J2</£ er A' £ e r - , (/ ν 
, ríBJ-jjíe/t^-^^e "/ese//* 
= rC£J'£f£j 
ith ψ(£)*-1-**±*^ > ~ ^ -
GtEi - JfF/+ S L sr"" e" /far// 
V 
G(E) : the generalized frequency distribution function. 
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I.l. The amplitude dependence of the impurity atom in the "Band" 
frequency range 
The two component systems VH is quite suited to measure by 
inelastio neutron scattering, the energy dependence of the amplitude 
of the 
impurity. Both elements, V and H, scatter neutrons almost 
entirely incoherently and therefore all nuclei make additive 
contributions to the scattered intensity. Hence it is possible 
to determine the energy dependent intensity ratio, 
V) 7rH(V-%fe' %/Bj 
% ie j %/£j 
Using (.8), we can evaluate the magnitude for C {&) '" for the 
H 
band modes by : 
-2 IS 
q (ε) - Tf E) .j /E) > Æ. <j-y '~ e "/?y te;, 'L 
-¿kf. no) ψΕ)~ m-¿(B/ -(5-r"-e . JÇ / CE/i ¿ 
? ^ , . , . .1 '¿Κ i"> %H IB/ - T(B/.f(£) ./<Tr e .JÇ /Çíf// f G'-è \ . Ζ^ε/j 
where N m Ή +S , S , Ν are the number of atoms in the sample. 
V h ν π. 
For Vanadium we have the normalisation condition : 
(.12J S^ ¡ (?/(£// - ■ l M ¥ = Kasa of Vanadium atom) 
V / / · T 
For Vanadium Hydride, we have a different normalisation condition : 
U3) My 4 /eYW/ / ^ ^ / ^ /F;/ ¿= / 
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Assuming isotropic distributions of the Η­amplitudes in the 
VH ­lattice, we obtain from equation (10), (11 ), (12) and (13) 
the energy dependent amplitude ratio t 
\Cy(E)¡ /Η.ς-Η 
vith fa) - ¿MÌEI */e/ 
lrCE? 
for scattering at 90° angle and E the energy of the impinging 
neutrons. 
VE) 
In Fig.¿ 11 /, R(E) and c ^ j a r e given. 
This result can be compared with the calculations of Dawber and 
Elliott / Ί / ~t>y using an effective mass ratio t 
£ . ! . J a . ^ - o . ö 4 . 
ef f % φι 
The effective mass ratio is introduced because of the experimental 
, Local m a x ­ _ evidence, that ¿JL / C&rr ÄT 2.5 and not 7 as one would expect 
\ίΚΓ 
from u-JL . Henoe we can assume that the force oonstant of 
Hydrogen is approximately 1/Ö ­­y ­ °f the force oonstant of 
/■•Band / jnax .­Vanadium. For a frequency ratio of Co / Ct7 A: 0.6 and 
­ ­ lCH/z 
%. f = 0.84, Dawber and Elliott ¿1J find for \-JJ- PC0.6, a 
value about 2.5 times smaller than the measured one; 
CH ι 
(E = 25 meV) ­ 1.48. This large deviation oannot be I C-tr 
V me s. su red. 
understood easily. With the present day data, we 
cannot exclude oompletely the existence of multiphonon prooesses 
in the band mode region, that could be responsible for the 
experimental value large than 1. However the intensity contribu­
tions due to multiphonon processes should eocur primarily in the 
energy region between 50 ­ 100 meV if the local mode with the 
lowest energy oocurs at 100 meV. 
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Since the amplitudes of the Η­atoms for the band mode region 
should be ■ of the same order as of the Vanadium atoms, the 
multiphonon processes, due to combinations of band modes, 
should be négligeable or similar as in the case of Vanadium. 
A detailed analysis will be given later in the paper. 
It is quite possible that the large value for jr-j ­ 1.48 
is coming from the approximation 7/ I = 1. 
A 
Since we do have a very strong localization of the hydrogen, 
one should include the factor If Ι (Λ. ) that was made unity 
A ° λ 
in thé derivation of equation 8, 11 and 14. Therefore formula 
14 should be written : 
c,5) \uaiL 9tBj> Æ L < -L 
Cvt&l /%'<** ΊΓτ /¿JÍ 
¿τ-
In our measurement we do not have 3 local modes but because of 
the relative large concentration we might have a large number 
of local modes or some modes with particular large amplitudes 
that could make the product jj. I ^> 1 and therefore account 
for the deviation. 
To improve the present experimental results, experiments will 
be carried out at smaller scattering angle and low temperature 
Ι°π!2 in order to test the present, preliminary, results on /—=­
icv\ 
and also to extend the useful range itself. 
1.2. The "quasi elastic" Scattering 
As already mentioned, a finite life time of the "local" modes 
could oause a quasi elastic peak, if the contributions of the 
"local" modes to the elastic scattering is predominant. 
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This could be the case if no "band" modes are observed and there­
fore all the elastic scattering due to the "local" modes. However, 
in our case, the band modes contribute most to the inelastioally 
scattered neutron intensity; hence one has to examine if the 
contributions of the "local" modes to the elastic scattering 
are sufficient to follow such a hypothesis. 
/Local j Band 
Using (3) we try to estimate J^¡ I yg 
elastic elastic 
Evaluating (3) we obtain for elastic and inelastic scattering 
día)¿t) â, / / ' / ^ V r ^ I 
Using (16) we write : 
J B a n d , -l/H/jyA .Ie 
n ? / H i n e l a B t i e . l· ALL· k ¿> * ¿> J7~ I / ¿ Λ 
elastic 7^" ' 
W« is the contribution of a band mode to the Debye Waller exponent. 
Since W £r0(,—), we have praotially Ι0^Χ^) = 1 · 
f 'ί0°&1 > ' k/(F) A -lé; f / ^ 
^elastic) / £ β / (J* * 
-*-°Κ ¿o/>cj/?T 
For local modes, the contribution to the Debye Waller exponent 
can be considerable and Ι (Λ )­>,1. 
o JJ 
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With (17) and (18) we ge t : 
hLocal ALoca l / ¡Local A.üocaJ. i— - , Λ , Λ,« Ί +. . ¡/4 y Ä IM/ -IJ*. 
M Q Ì t e l a s t i c ) „ ( i n e l a s t i ç j ^ , / - £ J /LBand ^Band 
«/H ^H 
( e l a s t i c ) ( i n e l a s t i c ) 
/ r a a / ^ ^ -L,(y¿) 
\ Ρ 
y ÍF ) J II -3. 
This intensity ratio can be estimated by using the experimental 
results in Fig. / 3 /· We consider only one band frequency (A, 
that is obtained by the first moment of the band frequency 
distribution. The intensity for the two oscillators at '-*i = 110 meV 
and CJ- ­ 30 meV is given by the corresponding area under the υ 
measured curve. The Debye Waller exponent involved have been 
estimated by harmonic approximation to 2 W = 0.13. Using the 
L 
Rosenstock and Klick relation / 17 / for an effective mass ratio 
of ­Δ _y_ = 0.1b we obtain from W_ for the average contributions 
% C¿R L 
of the band modes to the Debye Waller factor 2 W = 0.255· 
B 
With these values we get t I (3L) = 1.03, Ι.ΛΧτ) = 0.175, 
. /[Local , //Band i ( X ; 0.108, tfE //H. = 0.144 and 
1 o' inel m el 
A Local . /I/Band 
7 „ / J Έ. =1.2, a result that supports the 
(elastic) (elastic; 
hypothesis mode at the beginning. 
Therefore it is meaningful to analyse the data under the assumptions 
of a finite life time of the "local" modes. Hence we consider the 
differential incoherent scattering cross section in its most general 
fo«a as given by Van Hove j_ 18_/. 
120) /£_ kt* f - ^ n -> // 
« - V e SCK,4/O/¿ 
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For the hydrogen in the Vanadium lattice S (¡// J) may be thought 
of as being constituted of possibly only two parts, the "Band" 
and "Local" modes t 
From the work of Vineyard / 19 /> w e know that the function of 
S­rAÃ//) reaches its asymptotic form after a small number of mean 
periods of atomic motions. This has been shown by Vineyard by 
the calculation of the time dependent square of the width of S(^/) 
for the four cases t 
1) gas, 2) ideal liquid, 3) Debye solid, and 4) the harmonic 
oscillator. The harmonic oscillator S (^/) has no limit for 
h 
t­?tK>; the contribution of the elastioally scattered neutrons 
will be determined by the average of S (/f) /■) over a time greater 
JL 
than T, the period of the o s c i l l a t i o n ι SjJTJ) —> S T (^°° ) . 
L· ' L 
If the local mode has a finite life time Τ', we write for (21) 
Physically this means that the local oscillator decays in time 
either from the "excited" or "ground" state in the collectivized 
band modes. If one follows consequently, one could expect that 
the looal modes appear and disappear with a certain frequency V , 
the so called modulation frequency. 
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The Fourier transform of (22) gives : 
(23) Jh~_ _ Ai>Jffy~ „} S(?h fi-¿ Mj 4 ^ _ 
dode *,- / i W lK*< £'+ f i 
The data cannot be fitted with one single 2" and S . Since the 
D 
band of local modes is rather wide - and since the proton in the 
tetrahedral site may oscillate in two frequencies <0 and 4> - it 
may be justified that two S with two different life times 2". 
may be used : ΊΓ = 1.5 meV and ?T = 3 meV. With S = ST = 0.4 S 1 2 L-| Lp 
and 0.2 S for purely elastic scattering, one obtaines a qualitative 
fit to the data shown in Fig./ 12 /· As already mentioned, expe­
riments are being made with a very high energy resolution to clarify 
this particular point, that cannot be studied well with the poor 
energy resolution of the present data. 
Within the limits of the theory of lattice dynamics, one cannot 
expect a physical explanation of the very large diffusion constant 
of hydrogen in Vanadium. D í¡¿ 10~2 cm2/sec. A proton band model 
may be a better approach in this respect and probably also as far 
as the explanation of the very broad "local modes" is concerned. 
However the apparence of collective "Band" modes is always a direct 
measure of the degree of localization of the proton in the host 
lattice matrix. 
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3.2. The Nb.Hn Data 
The measurements on VH indicate, that in principle it is 
possible to deduce from the hydrogen band modes the frequency 
distribution of the host lattice. This procédure requires 
at least the knowledge of : 
1) The Debye Waller factor for the "Band" and "Local" mode 
region which can be measured ; 
2) The energy dependence of the "Band" mode amplitude of the 
probe. For coherent scatterer this cannot be determined 
easily by experiment but it can be taken into account by 
the Dawber and Elliott connection formula or the Kagan and 
Josilevskii relation. 
We stress this point because it is of interest to know at least 
approximately the frequency distribution functions for the 
transition metals. By using a hydrogen probe this oould be done 
at least for the first three elements of each group and Pd, if 
G(E) will be corrected by expression (15). For Nb and Ta, we 
can assume, that the energy dependence of the amplitude -
similar to Vanadium - is not very strong except at the maximum 
frequency. Therefore we think that the generalized frequency 
distribution function as given for Nb in Fig.7 and 8 is quite 
close to the frequency distribution of Nb if G(E) will be cor-
rected by expression (15). This distribution can be compared 
with the semi-empirical frequency distribution functions derived 
by Nakagawa and Woods / 20 / for Nb; for Tantalum by Woods / 21 /. 
Woods used the measured dispersion curves for the high symmetry 
direction to deduce the frequency distribution with an eight 
neighbour Born - von Karman force model by calculating the 
frequencies at 45-526 independent values of 9 in the irreducible 
1/48 of the first Brillouin zone. 
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cal 
For Nb two sharp peaks have been found at energies hi, A 23.6 meV 
cal oa.1. 
E„ ar I5.Ö meV and a small hump at E^ Λ­ 4.75 meV. The small 
cal hump at E is of similar nature as the low energy peak of 
Vanadium /'¿'¿ /. 
The neutron distribution for H<f­"Nb, Fig. 7, reveals peaks at 
H w Η 
h¡1 = 25.9 meV, KT = 18.3 meV, E~ = 12 meV. The two peaks E. 
H -i. , 4.-. u · u ■ 4.V, u . c a l J cal 
and E 2 are slightly higher in energy than E and E 
This is somewhat surprising since the energy dependence of the 
Η­amplitudes should actually shift the peaks towards lower 
energies. Since this is not the case, one has to conclude, 
that the energy dependence of the amplitude is very weak in Nb, 
Η except for the max. frequency. The hump E, = 12 meV is not 
0 cal 
seen in the calculated spectra. The energy region E could 
not be investigated in the present data due to the overlap 
from the "quasi elastic" peak. This distribution is similar 
as in Vanadium hydride. 
Since the scattering cross section for Nb is almost entirely 
coherent, it is of interest to see the deviation of the scattered 
neutron intensities for Nb, Nb Η and (Nb H­Nb). The "band" 
peaks in the different distributions are clearly shifted. It 
can be seen in particular for Nb and (Nb H­Nb); a striking 
effect of the intensity distruction by coherence.. These data 
show at the same time that powder experiments are not suitable 
to deduce the frequency distribution function. The interference 
distruction occurs primarily towards the high and low frequency 
end. The powder measure of coherent scatterers give only infor­
mation in a certain "window" region. 
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3.3. The Pd­H Data n 
Apart of the general interest in the formation of "Local" and 
"Band" modes by the hydrogen impurity, there is a specifio 
interest in the effect of addition of electrons into the 
electron­bands of the host lattice. In the case of Pd, there 
are certain indications, that the hydrogen looses its electrons 
to the electron bands that are supposedly similar instruotur 
/ ö 2 
as the bands in %(3d 4 s ) and that the bare proton is dif­
fusing around in the metal. This view is strongly supported 
by the measurements of the paramagnetic susceptibility as 
a function of hydrogen concentration. The susceptibility of 
the pure metal decreases linearly by the addition of hydrogen 
until it becomes zero and even slightly negative at concentra­
tions of 65 atom fo of hydrogen. This concentration is also 
about the limiting equilibrium composition that can be achieved 
at 20°C and 7b0 mm pressure. Apart of that, the coefficient 
of the linear term Τ in the Molar Heat Capacity is very large 
­4 2 
for Palladium (26­31) x 10 cal/mole deg compared to other 
metals. For these reasons it is of particular interest to 
measure with neutrons the "Local" and "Band" modes of the proton 
in Pd as function of Η­concentration. In Fig.3 the measure. 
and corrected data are given. Very striking is the very low 
local mode energy E = 70 meV. The force constant must be 
L 
quite small as it is also indicated by the very large diffusion ­2 2 coefficient Do = 1.5 x 10 'cm /sec and the low activation energy ­E /HT , of E = böOO cal/g­atom. (D=Do D7 ), 
The width of the "Local mode" is very strongly concentration 
dependent :JET(C=1.5% at) = 40 meV and Z/E ( C=3/" at) = 55 meV; L L 
this phenomena is.not unexpected as shown by Lengeler and Ludwig 
/ 6 /. The "Band modes" must have very small amplitudes since 
they could bearly be seen in the 37° sample. The coupling of 
the proton to the host lattice must be rather weak as it is 
also indicated by the low energy of the local mode. 
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From the neutron diffraction work of Ferguson et al. / '¿ij 
on β- Pd Η we know that the elastic scattering of the / 0.657 
hydrogen is increasing with decreasing temperature indicating 
a stronger binding at lower temperatures. Consequently the 
band mode amplitude should also increase and therefore it 
might be possible to measure the band modes by energy loss 
experiment. 
Bergsma and Goedkoop / 24/ have measured Pd Η , 60 atom fo 
of hydrogen in Pd, the limiting equilibrium composition at 
20°C and 760 mm pressure. The "Local" mode appears at an 
energy of E (C=60/o) = 57 meV and a width of E c 47 mev· L 
The width is about the same as in our 3~/° sample, but the peak 
energy is considerable lower. This is a very interesting 
result, it indicates a peak position dependence on H­concen­
tration, probably it is due to the different phases as our 
measurements have been made at 3 atom >¿ concentration. How­
ever there might be a true peak position dependence on concen­
tration. Such an effect could be qualitatively understood 
in terms on an increasing correlation of the protons with 
concentration and consequently an increase of the effective 
mass or by a weekening of the force constants due to the filling 
of the 4d­bands in Pd at a concentration of 6C7­. 
3.4. The VD ­Data η 
From the neutron measurements in the temperature and concentra­
tion range of the phase transition of VH , we know that at a 
η 
concentration of 20 atom c/o of hydrogen the host lattice is 
already considerably distorted, this can be seen from the 
change in shape of the double peak in the host lattice region, 
Fig. / 2_/. The measurements on VD reflect the same effect. 
Therefore by malting the difference VD spurious peaks can 
be produced especially in the host lattice frequency range. 
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Such an effect is probably responsable for the appearance of 
the peak in the "Difference­Data", located between the two 
Vanadium peaks. The local peak of VD (E_ = 88.6 meV) 
0.2 L ' 
follows approximately the if 2 relation for the o¿ phase. 
However there is a considerable change in width of the Local 
peak E ^ ¿/Q meV, much smaller than Δ E . This is not VD V Jl 
unexpected since the proton or deuterium is sitting in a 
rather shallow­potential well as it is also suggested by the 
low activation energy of hydrogen in )Tb and Ta. 
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4. Discussion of the Results for Vanadium Hydride 
4yUntroduction 
Hydrogen being an incoherent neutron scatterer the IN£> 
intensity observed for V-Η is the sum of two contributions 
coming from V and H separately. It is likely that for a 
small hydrogen concentration, the contribution of vanadium 
is very similar to the INS intensity due to pure vanadium 
and is rather well known / 14 /. The interesting part is 
therefore the INS intensity scattered by hydrogen, which, 
in principle, should give information on the motion of 
hydrogen in metallic lattices, vanadium in our case. 
We can think of the hydrogen as sitting in fixed intersti­
tial positions in the vanadium lattice or as moving 
through a periodic potential due to y ions and electrons, 
with minima corresponding to these interstitial positions. 
In the first case, the interpretation of the experimental 
data is to be Sought in the theories of lattices defects 
as it is developped for example by Montroll, Maradudin 
and Weiss / 23 / with corrections taking into account 
anharmonicity and the possibility of jumps from one posi­
tion to the next. In the second case, one would start 
from a calculation of energy bands for the proton supposing 
that the vanadium ions are held fixed at their equilibrium 
positions and then try to correct this picture by taking 
into account the motions of the lattice ions. 
+ INS means Inelastic Neutron Scattering, in analogy 
with NMR, ESR and so on. 
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Whatever the method of calculation, we believe that the 
difference experimentally observed between vanadium 
hydride and the other metal hydrides measured up to now 
(Zr, Y, Ti) comes from the fact that vanadium has a body 
centered cubic lattice, instead of a faced centered one 
like the above mentioned hydrides. This is corroborated 
by the experiments we have made on niobium and tantalum 
hydrides, which both are bcc and show a behaviour identical 
to vanadium hydride, and on the other hand an palladium 
hydride which behaves more like zirconium hydride. 
In both fee and bcc lattices, a proton or a hydrogen atom 
(or negative ion) is likely to "stay" in an interstitial 
position of the octahedral (o) or of the tetrahedral (t) 
type. These sites are defined in the Table 1. A study of 
D.N. Eeshers ¿~24_/ 
has shown that in bcc it is most probable that small ions 
like hydrogen ions prefer t-site, contrary to larger ions 
(C,N) which prefer o-sites. Also neutron diffraction 
experiments on tantalum deuteride ^25 / seem to confirm 
that the t-sites are those occupied by hydrogen. Concerning 
their interstitial sites the fee and bcc lattices differ 
in the following way. 
(a) In the bcc lattices o and t-sites are aligned in ! 100J 
direction making the chanelling of hydrogen very probable 
in the three directions ["lOOjJ. in the fee lattice no such 
a situation occurs. The jump of hydrogen from o to t or, 
o to o, and so on, necessitates the going through the ion 
oloud, i.e. a very high kinetic energy. A better localiza-
tion results for fee lattices. 
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(b) In the fee lattice, o and t-sites have the full cubic 
symmetry, so that a local oscillation of hydrogen is 
triply degenerate and only one frequency for the localized 
mode is observed. Instead of that, in the bcc lattices, 
the o and t-sites have only the tetragonal symmetry, which 
means that localized oscillations should correspond to 
two different frequencies, one being doubly degenerate, 
and the other not degenerate. 
These general remarks are elaborated in the following 
sections. 
4.2. A model with localized modes 
We assume that the hydrogen is staying permanently in t-site 
and is linked with its four neighbour vanadium atoms, and 
that to a first approximation the system is harmonic. It 
is to be noticed that the harmonic approximation is less 
valid for vanadium hydride than for pure vanadium, because 
of the rather large vibration amplitudes of hydrogen for 
the local modes (as for optic modes). Therefore the har-
monic approximation has to be corrected by the anharmonic 
coupling between the local mode and the band modes. 
We know from theory / 23 / that in the harmonic approximatio 
the presence of hydrogen, with mass K = 1, located in the 
lattice of vanadium atoms mass I»L = 50.95 will give rise 
to normal modes the eigen frequencies CO, CO , CO of which 
are larger than the maximum frequency CO of the band modes, 
m 
provided that the force constants between hydrogen and 
vanadium are not too small compared with the force constant 
in vanadium. 
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These modes correspond to vibrations of the system in which 
the amplitudes decreases exponentially from the impurity 
atom. Because of the large disparity of the masses we shall 
assume that for these localized modes the exponential decay 
is so rapid that we can consider the vibration of the vana­
dium atoms around hydrogen as very small or negligible. 
2 This permits to evaluate the mean square displacement ζΟ. )>■ 
of the hydrogen by assuming that most of the energy of the 
local mode is concentrated on the hydrogen atom. If η (60 ) 
is the Bose occupation number for energyT\cO> we have 
(2.1.) ΛΛΗα;2<υυ2> = Γ τ\ ( ω) + ~ 1 ΐ \ ω 
By choosing three orthogonal axes (χ, y, ζ) or (1, 2, 3) 
parallel to the edges of the cube, and in such a way that 
ζ is the 4-fold inversion axis of the t-site, we can write : 
Λ 
It is easily seen that if we neglect the motion of vanadium 
ions and assume central forces between hydrogen and its four 
nearest neighbouring, then CO =CJ = OJ ν 2. This equation 
is still approximately valid if one takes into account the 
motion of V ions. 
For the temperature range used in our experiment, it is a good 
approximation to neglect n(GJ ) and n(CO ) with respect to 1/2, 
the frequencies CO and CO being given by 
(2.3.) "fo üJ­i = 105 meV/V 1260 °K Κ Ο0 3 » 75 meV/TJ 900°Κ 
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The Debye­Waller exponent for hydrogen (DW ) is defined by 
where Κ are the components of the momentum transfer. For a 
tetragonal symmetry, we have : 
U.4.) < V ° > V 0 } > T = \ρ<ΛΧ«>J *·?"** 
and thus the contribution of local modes to the DW is 
e 
i2.5.) 2 ¿«> . h 0 ¿ 1 Ky I + V*2 
H 2 Μ Η ω 4 2 rOHco3 
The exact value of the DW depends on the direction of the 
vector Κ with respect to the ζ axis of the t­site. An estimate 
2 2 2 can be obtained by replacing Κ , Κ > Κ by their average 
1 2 X y Z 
value ~~ Κ , thus giving 
(3.6., 2 „ W *■<* ■ J L = A _ + '■ 
" 2 M H C 0 0 CO„ 3 00, 3 CO3 
1ñ CO0 = 9 2 . 6 meV 
If E and E are the energy of the incoming and scattered 
neutron and & = E­Z the energy gain of the neutron we have 
o 
, . E+E ρ 
(2.7.) 2 WÍ 0 ) = — ■ * « (2W ) + — — 
H WcOo H elastic ­ft 0 0 Q 
For E = 5 meV,(2W ) is equal to 0.1 and its value at ο Η elastic 
the highest energy transfer is 1.23. 
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These values, very large compared with the calculated 
values for vanadium (0.02 for elastic scattering), mean 
that the extension cloud of hydrogen, as seen by the 
neutrons, is very important. It is thus necessary, even 
in the harmonic approximation to take into account multi­
phonon processes, due to combination of the local modes 
with one another and with the band modes. 
As for band modes, we can borrow some conclusions from 
Elliott and Dawber / 7 / who have considered the case of 
an isotopie impurity of mass M' in a cubic lattice with 
mass M and a Debye spectrum. They have shown that when 
£ = 1 ­ M'/M is positive, the amplitude of the impurity \X. 
is always less than the amplitude ULof the host atoms for 
all in­band modes, the ratio ■'U./u tending towards unity 
when the frequency tends to zero. Transposing this into 
our case, we can assume that for band modes the amplitude 
of hydrogen KK. is always of the same order as the amplitude π 
of vanadium ΊΛ.. The contribution of band modes to the τ 
DW of hydrogen is therefore of the order of 0.02 for elastic e 
scattering, i.e. negligible compared with the contribution 
coming from local modes, eq.(2.7·)· Besides this, the one-
phonon approximation can be considered as valid for the 
band modes either for vanadium or for hydrogen. 
We shall therefore analyze the data on the basis of the 
-Zemach and Glauber (ZG) formalism ¿13/ retaining only the 
one-phonon terms 
A.C. Zemach and R.J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 101, 118 (1965) sect.3 
for the band modes. We use their notations. 
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The differential scattering cross section is for coherent 
case : 
o 
Where we write Λ for band modes and L = 1, 2, j for the 
three local modes with frequencies (/J , CO CO We assume 
that CO,<CO, = <¿ . 
3 N ' 1 2 
We use the following additional notations : 
χ λ = (*·^)2 
1 2C0x^nh(^) * Λ V2T' 
ω/τ Λ -.-ι 2Τ 
n + ( W ) = Ti(cju)+-i = β.ω,ΎΎΐ (OJ) 
Γ(οο) = N | C H ( C O ) | 2 (2CO)"1 α (cu) Ή (ω) 
Fv(uü ^ e ^ / T Ρ ( ω ) 
j o = i o C x ' ) i 0 c x * ) i 0 c * > ) + * i e í x W O V * f t 
J 3 = I 0 ( x 4 ) I o ( x 2 ) Γ ^ * * ) 
We assume that the vectors C .jare smooth functions of energy 
λ 2 2 2 and that we can replace (K.C.? ) by Κ C^ (cd) 
due to the symmetry of the crystal and to the fact that we 
are investigating a powder, g (tø) is the frequency distri­
bution of the band modes. I (x) is a modified Bessel function 
η 
of order n. 
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We can write the cross section of hydrogen as a sum over 
different processes. We are mainly interested by the 
intensity of neutrons scattered with, an energy gain 8, , 
positive and less than CO^ . In this range the contribu­
tion to the cross section are proportional to : 
a) elastic scattering : 
b) one­phonon scattering : 
K Z J 0 F(co)ô(£-co) + J 1e~^ / 2 T f9(£-co 4 ) + j3e-^/2"5(6-^) 
c) two­phonon scattering : 
K * J * F(co)e-CO| /2Ta>Ce-co-Cj°i^ K1J,1F+fco)e"Wa/2Tc?(^u,-col) 
4. J13, «xp [ - Ο , - ω ^ / ζ τ ] â C e - c o ^ c o · ; ) 
d) three­phonon scattering : 
K^Jl3 οχρ[­(ω(1­ω3)/2.τ] F+(co)à(E­co^co3+.co) 
The corresponding cross­sections are obtained by multiplying 
t h e s e q u a n t i t i e s by fc If OL exp / " - (2W + 2W^°') / 
ivD Η Ή — — 
For Vanadium the only contributions are : 
a) the elastic scattering 
b) the one phonon scattering 
kl F^cco) èCe-cuj 
where F (ω) is obtained by replacing C,,(CO) by C (CO) in F (ω), ν Η ν 
The cross sections are obtained by multiplying these quantities 
by 
k 2 — — - L I exp / - 2 W / k V v - v-o 
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It is easy to obtain an estimate of the multiphonon scattering 
of hydrogen in the range 22-29 meV. By inspection it is seen 
that the multiphonon contribution in this range is the three-
phonon scattering I ; the ratio of it to the one-phonon scatte-
ring I is given by 
ï GO*%(CO)^UCO) e ^ / i T 
= J x ! 1 ì co ^ C c o ' j i i C c o ' j e ^ 7 ^ 
where CO ' = 8 = C J ^ - C O j - O J 
using the value of J calculated in the Table II, we see that 
this ratio is of the order of 10 . We can therefore neglect 
the multiphonon scattering and compare the data with the one-
phonon formula as we have done in preceeding section. '<ve 
therefore conclude that it is not possible to explain the 
observed intensity as the basis of a purely harmonic theory 
with hydrogen on t-sites only. 
A first explanation would be that we have a large enhancement 
of the two and three-phonons processes due to anharmonicity; 
it is very difficult in the present status of the theory to 
make any quantitive analyses of tne data on this basis. 
Another interpretation of these results is that of trie two 
frequencies CO , co of tne local modes, one is larger than 
0-> and the other is smaller than CO giving rise to a reso-m m 
nance of the Brout-Visscher type. This suggestion has been 
made in another context by Takeno,/ 25 /. 
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4.3. A model with motion of protons in the lattice with a band 
structure 
We observe that the o and t-sites are aligned on straight 
lines parallel to the [jOOJ directions. If o and t-sites 
are minima of the potential along this direction, and owing 
to the geometry of the crystal, the potential hills between 
minima are not very high, and the o-t lines would behave as 
open channels for the motion of the proton. We shall assume 
as a first approximation that the proton is moving in this 
one dimensional potential, that the vanadium ions are fixed 
and that the motion of the proton transverse to the channel 
corresponds to oscillation of very high (200, 300 meV) energy. 
We shall try to correct for the motion of V ions afterwards. 
We, therefore, consider the band structure for the proton 
moving in a Kronig and Penney / 26 / potential V(x) defined 
as follow t 
a/2 < X ^ 2>(^/^ O 
0.1 j v w = 
x^ r ~<*K¿ *¿ a^ 
V(x) is periodic with the period a = a /4, the distance bet-o o ween o and t sites, a = 3.028 A is the lattice parameter o 
of the cubic cell. We have determined W so that the distance 
between the lowest energy band (lower band) and the first 
excited band (upper band) is approximately equal to the obser-
ved energy of the high energy peak of Vh . This gives the 
value of the depth of the potential. 
(3.2.) W " " 1 4 2·^ meV 
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With this value the lower band extends on a range ^ E =14 meV, 
o 
the bottom of the upper band is separated from the top of 
the lower band by a gap E =08.7 meV and the width of the 
S upper band Ì S A E _ = 46.7 meV. In Fig. / 13 / we have shown »-* 1 _ _ 
the band structure. We interpret the neutron data by 
considering : 
(a) scattering in which a proton is scattered from a state 
in the lower band down to another state of the same band. 
This scattering explains the intensity observed for energy 
gain in the range 0-14 meV. 
(b) scattering in which a proton is scattered down from a 
state in the upper band to a state in the lower band. This 
scattering explains the intensity observed for an energy gain in 
the range 88.7 - 149·4 meV, the peak being centered around 
119 meV. A schematic drawing of the intensity scattered is 
given in Fig. /Ί4-_/. 
The exact cross section to be expected from these transitions 
is somewhat uncertain because it depends on the exact wave 
function of the proton which is a sensitive function of the 
exact potential shape. The population factor relevant for 
the calculation is the Boltzmann factor, since the protons 
are far from Fermi degeneracy, at room temperature. 
We have to add to this picture two features : 
First 
The vibration of the lattice will drive the proton perpendi­
cularly to the channel direction with its frequency. Thus it 
is expected to observe an intensity scattered by the proton 
analogous with the intensity scattered by vanadium in the 
acoustic modes range, superimposed on the intensity shown in 
Fig. /"Ϊ4- 7-
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Seoond 
The longitudinal vibration of the lattice moving parallel to 
the channel will induce transitions between states of the 
Kronig Penney potential. This kind of proton­phonon interaction 
will give rise to self­energy terms. We can estimate this by 
evaluating the number of phonons in the phonon cloud around 
a proton with wave vector k 
(3.2.) 
r w q c ^ f e Ì 
5 With a sound velocity o = 5^0 cm/sec, a density O = 5 an 
3 ­12 > 
interaction constant W = 140 meV¿%, 0.224 10 ergs, we ,, 9 ­1 obtain a value q = 2 Mc /·£■ = 1.5 10 cm . We have évalua­
° S 8 ­ 1 
ted <^N> f or the maximum k = "fr/2a = 4.14 10 cm and have 8 ­1 assumed q =5.72 10 cm . The value of <il> is then m 
<N> = O.270 
which means that the phonon­proton interaction is not so large 
as to invalidate our previous results. At temperature T, 
the shift to be expected for the maximum value of k is of the 
order of < N > n(^J m)­fc Cu^^ At T = 300°K and T = 600°K, 
we obtain for this thermal broadening of the proton bands : 
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Τ = 300°Κ 4N>y\i(A}1^\ì\i^7Vim 2.8 meV 
Τ = 600°Κ < ^ > ^ ( W J ^ H = 9.08 meV 
One seegthat this broadening is not negligible compared 
with the original width of the lower band and that it 
increases rapidly with temperature. 
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Pos i t i on of 
Metal ions + 
fee 000 y 0 - -
W»H0 
1 1 1 beo 000 - - -
o - s i t e 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
1 00 e t c . 
2 
2 ? 
0 0 1 e t c . 
t - s i t e 
1 1 1 
4 4 4 
111 etc. 
4 4 4 
loi 
4 2 
An 1 e t c . 
4 U 2 
Table I : Coordinates of the octahedral (o) and tetrahedral (t) 
interstitial sites in fee and bcc lattices 
+ cubic cell of edge a. 
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J 
o 
J1 
J j 
J13 
elastic 
1.000 
0.81 10~ 
1.48 10~2 
-4 1.44 10 
K maximum 
1.014 
0.89 10~1 
0.164 
-2 1.74 10 
Table II : Values of the coefficients J , J , J^ , J 0 — 1 — 2 , —13 
at Τ = 300°K for elastic scattering and maximum 
value of < 
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5. Conclusion 
Using the hydrogen probe in a orystal, it is possible to 
deduce from inelastic nautron scattering experiments the 
generalized frequency distribution G(«o) of the host lattice. 
The actual frequency distribution g(*0) can be obtained by 
correcting G(io) by the energy dependent amplitude of the 
hydrogen in the host lattice : 
g(E) = G(E) C 
hydrogen 
(E) 
2 2WH(E) 
e 
For such a procedure the energy dependent amplitude of the 
impurity atom has to be determined experimentally - as it 
is possible in vanadium - or theoretically to be taken into 
account. 
The inelastic scattered neutron distribution can be fairely 
well understood in terms of the general theory of defect 
modes. The quasi-elastic scattered neutron distribution can 
be interpreted by introducing a finit life-time for the local 
modes. 
A proton band theory describes very well the high energy 
transitions and their corresponding width. The quasi elastic 
scattered neutrons can be understood as transition in a split 
ground state level. 
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Figure captions 
Fig. 1 Phase diagram of V­H 
Fig.2 Spectra of inelastic scattered neutrons by 
Vanadium Hydride containing 9 atomic per cent 
of Hydrogen at 33°C, 70°C, 100°C, 150°C 
Fig.3 Time of flight spectra of VH (4 atomic per cent) 
V 
and (VH­V)=H 
at 50°C 
¿Hdr­
Fig.4 Generalized frequency distribution G(E) of 
(VH­H)=H 
at 50CC 
Fig.5 Time of flight spectra of VD (20 atomic per cent)* 
V : 
and (VD­V)=D : 
at 50°C (mixed phase range) 
Fig.5a Time of flight spectra of VD(20 atomic per cent) t 
at 150°C 
and (VD­V)=D 
(pure 0¿ - phase) 
Fig.6 Generalized frequency distribution G(E) of 
at 50°C (­*­»­) and 
at 150°U(HX?­) 
Fig.7 Time of flight spectra of WbH(j atomic per cent) : 
Nb : 
and (NbH­Nb)=H : 
at 33°C 
¿r-A-
Fig.8 Generalized frequency distribution G(E) of 
(NbH­Wb)=H 
at 33°C 
Fig.9 Time of flight spectra of PdH (1.5 atomic per cent): φ s 
and Pd _£>—Q 
at 33°C 
Fig.10 Generalized frequency distribution G(E) of 
(PdH ­ Pd == H Pdi 
at 33°C 
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Fig. 11 _/)_­ö_ : Neutron Intensity Ratio 
J „(E)­J (E) J„(E) 
ν*; ) JV(^·) 
as a function of Energy Transfer at 50°C. 
—_^— /\~ : Ratio of the Hydrogen to Vanadium mean 
square amplitude as a function to Energy 
Transfer at 50°C calculated from formula(14). 
Fig. 12 CXO t Time of flight spectrum of (VH­V,)=H at 50°C 
in the elastic range 
­=­•1 A ' '^e "luasi­elas1'ic" scattered neutron are 
fitted to a sum of two weighted Lorenzian 
SI, S2 and anjblastic 50 contribution 
(0,4 S1 + 0,4 S2 + 0,2 SO). 
Fig.13 Band structure on V­Η model. 
Fig.14 Schematic picture of intensity scattered by 
lower and upper band. 
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To disseminate knowledge is to disseminate prosperity — I mean 
general prosperity and not individual riches — and with prosperity 
disappears the greater part of the evil which is our heritage from 
darker times. t « · . ! » 
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